Recover Partition with EASEUS
Partition Master 6.1.1 – a
Professional Partition Manager
Solution
NEW YORK, N.Y., Aug. 3 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — EASEUS Software can help
anyone to recover partitions with the latest version of their EASEUS
Partition Master 6.1.1 which now includes the Recover Partition function to
ensure data security.
“Recovering a partition is just a subsidiary function in case there is any
partition loss; the faster we do recover, the more chance we can recover
partition successfully. It may not be used much, but will be a handy tool if
partition loss does happen,” states EASEUS’ technical support officer.
The Recover Partition function of EASEUS Partition Master 6.1.1 provides 2
operation modes: automatic and manual; both of which provide easy-to-use
“wizard” guidance and can undelete partitions and recover partitions that are
lost by accidents very quickly. Also, it allows users to preview the root
directory and the disk partition layout to make sure the partition is the one
you would like to recover.
Recover Partition is a powerful function for data security, while as a
partition manager solution, EASEUS Partition Master enables you to configure
and manage partitions on your hard drive easily and safely. You can
copy/create/delete/format partitions, resize/move partitions, enlarge
partitions to better manage your data. In addition, you can convert
partitions, view disk and partition properties, set an active partition and
much more.
Currently there are five versions of EASEUS Partition Master: Home version
free for 32 bit home users; Professional version for home and business users
with 64 bit machines; Server version for Windows Server users; Unlimited
version for unlimited usage within one company or organization; Technician
version for IT consultants to help their clients.
You are very welcome to try a free download of our home edition – or the demo
– and have a trial period to verify how EASEUS’ partition manager software
helps to recover partitions: www.partition-tool.com/download.htm.
Pricing and Availability:
Web Special $159 (original $199) for Windows Server users is available from
EASEUS’ Website at www.partition-tool.com/easeus-partition-manager-server/.
EASEUS Partition Master Professional Edition is available for $39.95 from
EASEUS’ Website at www.partition-tool.com/professional.htm.

About CHENGDU YIWO Tech Development Co., Ltd.:
The company specializes in data recovery, partition manager and backup
software for Windows OS. Its major products are Data Recovery Wizard,
Partition Table Doctor, EASEUS Partition Master and Todo Backup. For more
information, please visit www.easeus.com.
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